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Introduction

Psychological-Assessment

1

The story teller is forced to takea point of view in relating

what is-to Oe said. Th e'point of perspective for the inquiry to follow

. is that of a speci al edu cator and a school pychologist interested in

developing and iMplementing secondary school programs for handicapped

youths Included-in this population, are the increasing numbers of

chronic=disruptive, riorm-viola:ting adolescents Aich represent a "danger

within" our society which should be taken as setiously as international

threats to our society. The cost in dollars hr vandalism in the nation's
,

schools is staggering. It is set 'at*8 million dollars for reported

vandalism, while occutances such as window breakage frequently go

unreported. They only constitute well over one-half million dollars,

expenditure, each year, in most of the major'cities.

Yet, that is but nalf of the'story. Violence against.personal

property.and with the increased risk of personal injury is quite an-

other issue. Senator Birch Bayh's report to a Special Congressio'nal

SUbcommittee investigation on jUvenile delinquency (February, 1977)

read "A ledger of violence.is confronting Our schools that reads-like

a casualti)ist from a war zone or a vice squad annual 'report." (p.5)

Juvenile arrests account for 51% of all property' crimes, 23% of all vio-
.

lent,crimes, and 45% of other serious crimes. According to FBr statistics,

more crimes are committed 0 youth under 15 than adults over 25. Data
.

from the National Center for Educational stailstics (1977) reveal that

3
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73% of/the nation's schools experience a major crIme,every 5 months.

Indeed- nearly one-half (49.13%) report more than one major crime in

.a single semester. 1The range from state to state includes a high of

77.9% in Florida, to a low of 25.5% in North Dakota. The national

average of 6.8% punishable offenses per 1,000 enrollment figure is

disconcerting by most any standard.

Today's youth does seem to be confronted by a specific set of

issues which cluster around the success and failure they personally

find in the nation's secondary schools. 'AdolesCents represent a complex

population living in a complexity of environmental circumstances.

How much help are they opeaining from their high school programs? In

a National Study, only/2% of the 17 year old high school students sut-
, /

veyed considered th r school experience useful (Mitchell, 1979). The

report from the C negie Council Policy Studies (Kerr & Roscow, 1979)

qtimated that one-third of today's youth are ill-educated, ill-employed,

and ill-equiped to successfully compete in American society. How many

f-
of the secondarNtudents failing acadeth'ically or socially in the system

,

are handicapped? 'National Ceaer for Educational Statistics reports

that 10.9% (1977-78) of tne secondary school population are handicapped.

How many are being served? The ansWer is a shocking 6,9% (NCES, 1977-78).

Benign Neglegt

One point of view *that secondary aged handicapped youth have

been entrapped by an uncarin§ profession,-which harbors a rigid,

protective self-serving practi\te, that insists secondary schools are

a privilege, not a right. The truth of that statement is that the
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drop-out rate has remained constant since compulsory school attendance
4p.

began in 1760 in Massachusetts, approximately 17.9% to 23% of the total
1....

\
population (Kerr & Roscow, 1979). The gnly significant increase in drop-

outs is in-the inner-city schools, and with culturelly, linguistically

different populations. For example, the current drop-out rate for inner-

city blacks is 35%, while latino's reach 45% (Kerr & Roscow, 1979). Most

handiCapped youth don't generally drop-out, indeed, they are "storSped

out", and not asked back to school.
...

r What then is the problem in the secondary schools? It is one of
1 ,

attitude. Many of the educators working there don't seem to like adoles-

cents, who fail much. They tend to reach subjects; algebra, history, etc.

or vocational skills, wood, metal, etc., they don't seem to teach youth.

The result is that many leave school unskilled and with negative attitudes

---

about self and,life. Only 42% of the.bandicapped adult population are gain-

fully employed in contrast to 59% of the total population (Federal Register,

September 25, 1978).

Where does the schogl,psychologist fit into the picture? Generally,

they may be described as reactive rather than active in providing services

to handicapped youth. 'Most school psychologists have little specialized

training for working with this population 4Carrol1, Bretzing, and Harris;

1981) and do not respond effectively to secondary school social organizational
,

pressures. As a result less than 15% of the school psychologist's time is

spent in the secondary schools (Hohenshil & Warden, 1977).

5
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Social-organizational-pressures are those forces emulating from'

an established group, whic'h tend to assign an acceptable role to new

members. If new members do not respond favorably, they will initially

meet passive sabotage. An example of,passive sabotage is the yes, but -

syndrome. Yes, the person agrees with your service motives, but, then

iterates one to one thousand reasons why (a) it won't work within.this

particular organization or (b) they can't comply in this case. Organ-

izational truth alwaysiollows the but. .Passive sabotage is the term

sociologists use to describe the condition wherein compliance is low,

for a policy or regulation. In practice,,pessive sabotage can only be

controlled when procedures are clarified and become standardpractices

which must then be accomplished by the organization (Rogers, 1968).

Within the organization, there is a remarkable capability to show patterns

of resistance to change (Berelson & Stiener, 1964) and-an ability to

diffuse and neutralize well intentioned reform (Kein, 1976). Socio-
%

logical research in education clearly evidences that the goals of the

formal organization are seldom impacted by sweeping legislat4ve man-

datei in the absence of local practices. Legislative mandates are

insufficient to produce improvement in the competencieS to perform

'better services (Bassuk & Gerson, 1978).

Secondary educators are and have not historically been committed

to a full service model. PL 94-142 is a change requiring mandate. And

as such, it and those identified with it, should expect resistence.
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Structural changes involving realAnments of decision making authority,
A

, wiih reallocation of budget, and program or curricula adaptions will

be strongly resisted. The nature of the,organization is to reatt to

the preparation of IEP's, child find, team meetings, placement com-

mittee functions, as technical matters which are superficialTy treated.

The point is that most secondary school handicapped' students

remain unidentified: While service levels for previously unserved -

and under-served populations at the elementary level ,pa've jumped to

a record 92% service level since pL142-142, secondary service levels

-remain at less than 60%. (NCES,-1978-79) There, is a clear.need
4

for a good-gatekeeper, not a placement official, but a primary

diagnostician, who specializes with adolescents and understands the

secondary schools by performing a brokerage function in that organ-z

,ization.

-
Kramer and Nagle (1980). refer to the role and function of school

psychologist in the secondary schools as "they have been involved in
4

numerous projects". That description of a s'ervice delivery mode

certainly seems descriptive in the multifacted review which foljoWs.

To wit:

- teaching nigh school psychology

- peer tutoring

- Vassroom management (whatever that i6)

- consultation
psychotheraputic - counseling intervention

- drug education
- community mental health service

- parent training

- vocational development and education

4.
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These are interesting roles, but are they useful in making a difference

for youth in trouble.

.e
The SystematicUatekeeper'

School psychologists have constantly engaged in the process of

iearching for a professional ideatity. Often it would appear they

are more interestedin role descriptions rather than actual productions.

Liierature in the field is yolumnous in totaling the unique, and deplete

in improving the usu'al-psychometrics. Indeed, a great deal of the

criticism leveled toward school psychologists has been "...all they do

. is test". The interpetation'of that criticism by school psychologists

is to become unidentified with assessment. There appears to be.a serious

leap in logic. To test, is one thing, to ascertain and analyze learner

characteristics is quite another. In the view of the writers, psycholo44cal

assessment is a legitimate and bonified function of the school psychologist.

However, a dependence on using scoyes which convert to diagnostic labels

is not educationally useful. The two,critical assessment questions'the

.
schoo) psychologist should focus on arei 1) What is the most appropriate

and beneficial placement for handicapped students and 2) what are the most

desirable in,structional approaches and procedures, implying behavioral

management asan antecedent to instruction.. Withit this framework, formal

test redlts are conceRtualized as behavior samples, just as any other
0

samples gkhered by various techniques, and should be utilized, if they

woul'd promote placement and instructional bearing decisions. Informal

assessment is l'fighly.desireable, as a procedure for establishing instruction,

and as a criteria'for referencing objectives to be validated in the

'
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achievement of those goals whieh may be important to the hand444ed,

students in secondary schools;

Assessment of adolescents is neceSsarily "different from assessment

of young children. For at the secondary level, adolescents should have

an active autonomy and-self-determination in planning their own educational

progress. To assess them devoid of what is to be taught (the task)

and the instructional environment (school setting) in which it is to be

taught, is senseless. Therefore, the assessment procedure should contain

three systematic aspects: 1.) a description of learner characteristics,

2) a descri'ption of the interaction between task and learner, ,and

3) a'description of the learner functioning in the environment.

The importance of these three phased assessment procedures becomes

evidenced, when the four instructional gotf areastare described. And

it is Critical, which means that there Must be a strong rationale in

evidenCe, if any of the fou'r are overlooked. The:four goals are:

(1) Academic, (2) Vocational; (3) Social, id (4) Personal.

The psychological-educational-vocational diagnostIcian,, or team,

must (1) determine appropriate educational placement-and (2) establish

the specific educitional or'career objectives and enabling steps "suited

to the student instructionally for each of these goal areas. To begin

this process a screening system is,recommended. The function of-this

screening system is to ideniify potentially at-risk secondary school

studepts, whb2have not been identified by their teachers ot' parents.

A major difference between ihe secondary and elementary scho6ls is t

that a referral System.may be 'less effectivein the secondary schools
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Elementary\school teachers are more familiar with their students in

I

self-contained classes, the small size of the elementary School

classroom, opposed to the larger secondary classroom, tends to increase

communication. The fact that all elementary teachers generally teach

the same subjects, also enhances observational capability across
_

sevel-al tasks and possibly environmental areas. Secondary school

teache'rs, on the-other hand, generally teach one.academit subject,

and see a student in a fairly controlled environment for 45 minutes.

Not usually a good situation upon which to make referrals to a school
,

psychologist. Therefore, a screening system is recommended:

Scredening Process in the Secondary Schools

As in any other settings, the screening procegs in the secondary

schools is designed to identify student's who should.receive further

diagnostic assessment. In the name, of efficiency, a secondary school
,

.screening system shouldibe built around the existing school records.

i

A systematic review of these records would enable the screening team

.0 determine which you1 th are failing one or more academic tubjects,

those displaying longstanding academic difficulties, those exhibiting

higher frequencies of unusual behaviors, and those with high rates of :

absenteeism or truancy. Information on group tests which have already

been administered (within one semester of the review of school records)

also are useful. The screening team may review the information and
o

identify students who score at or below the 30th pementile on a group

academic test. Likewise, the school records may be surveyed to identify

.:

)

1 0
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adolescents who are functioning below the 20th percentile on group

,,,/le'arning aptitude measures. To insure that studerits wlth befiavioral

disorders are located, the administration, of a tiehavior checklist

may be employed to small groups of students and their teachel. ,

Since the school records provide the essential database for.the

screening process:the person or screening team collecting such data

from school records should be assured that (1) the data were recently

obtained or updated, within 6 months, (2) the group testS were the

most reliable, age and culture sensitive devices available, arid (3)

the tests were administered and scored according to standardized

procedures. The 'school psychologist, working with the school counselor;

may contribute to the development and organization of the group testing

programs in the secondary schools.

The initial review of the school records, thus, will produce a

large pool of undifferentiated students with soMe type Of difficulty,

or representing an academic risk population. The task for the

screening team then is to 4refully determine whether a student should

be fuether referred for spe 1 educational consideration (meaning

diagnostic irdividual assessment) or whether regular education can.ful-

fill the student't educational needs. Several factors should be'

considered in this decision-making proceSs.

It is necessary (and by deSign) that a screening process overly

t,

identify studenti. The over.identification is a safety precaution be-

cause of the many flaws'usually existing in a screening system. However, (1

11
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it is also imparative to eliminate, as much as possible, the undue

time and effort spent by the school pScyhologist and the other multi-,

disciplinary team members on inappropriately identified or referred

cases. The goal of the screening process, therefore, is to identify all

true positives Cyouth who are infact handicapped), eliminating all

false positives (those who are not handicapped). In order to achigte

'this goal, two critical procedures are recommended. First, multi-

dimensional criteria should be carefully established for the purpose

of selecting potentially handicapped youth with special needs, from the

large pobl of undifferentiated students identified from the initial

review. That is, information concerning aistudent's functioning in*

academic, cognitive, and'socitl alisects must be considered simultaneously

along with environment background data. Local norms and available

resources in special ed6Cation are important factors in developing

the screening criteria for a particular school district. Second,

effective consultation must be estab)ished and maintained between the

screening team members and the regular and special edbcatio teachers

in the secondary schools. Since the screening data are usii lly incomplete

and, sometimes, less than reliable, the sCreening teftm may need to rely

upon the teachers for first hand information concerning a student's

"suspected" problems before forming a r, eferral decision. Avaflable
-

research generally,supports teacher information added'to'thescreening

process. The school psychologist may play an important role in/facilitating

the consultation process by providtng. teacher inservice sessi-ons,regarding

12
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characteristics of handicapped youth and.criteria for identifying

youth with special needs. ,Figure 1, provides an example of an academic

task and behaviorally descriptive (obieottve) observational form

for use in the secondary school screening process.

-44?
, e

Insert Figure 1 about here

Thus, the screenfng process would over identify a group of students

with average or better intelligence who ire failing academically

(learning disabled); a group who are,belOy borderline-in' cognitive

- ,

ability (educable or mildy mentally impaireci),'-and a group whoate,

Overly agressive, passive, drawing attention to themselves for reasons

related to.school adjustment (behavioral disordere). In addition, youth

,may be screened beciuse, they are failing selected subjects, truant, or

*.

display educational handic ps. Obviously, screening procedures like the

/

H

ones just described are no fool proof, in fact, as mentioned earlier,

they are designed to over-refer. Nevertheless, them_oy refined the

scrbening process, the greater the degeee't6,-wh&ch over-referral-to
'-

the more exPensive,diagnostic steps can be eliminated:

Assessment Practices '
N4

4 .

The differences between screening and assessment are well-documented

in the professional literature. Screening data does not describe human

performan6e in,a refined or Ispecific manner. The decision made on the.

basis of the compi1ation',0 ecreening-aata can cOntribute to; bui does

not render a diagnosts. A 'diagnosis and the all important Individual
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Educational Plan (IEP), are made by the people who.interpret observational

data, ascertained from the interaction of students and task. Students

formally identified by the screening process should always receive

individual diagnostic asseisment by.a mutlidisciplinary team.

There is a Significant difference in the desired outcome of

"'Assessment practices for elementray, as'opposed to, secondary students.
1

The eajor pOint of that difference is the recognition that adolescent

youth are seeking self-reliance and are therefore qu'ite capable of

self-determination. In practice that interprets as a search for their

interests- in planning anedeveloping their educational and vocational

pursuits. A school-Psychologist may begin a conversation wtth a pre-

adolescent student by asking about his/her favorite TV show. With

adolestents, it may-be more productive to expiain the purpose of the

assessment and request their help in making it rri4tl. In order toi",

make the assessment results more valid and sensitiie tobthe student's

needs, it is advisable for the adolescent youth to play an active and
9

ftresponsible role in the assessment process (Fischer, 1970). For ex' mple,

the student can work with the school Osycholpgist in planning the assess-

meat, interpreting the findings, formulatihg recommendations,

,

The emphasis in the asseisinent of secondary school youth lie not only on

fineng.the problems and suggesting recommendations for the stpdent, 'but

also on helping the student to realize, accept, and,adopt action programs

-0
for intervention,. To accomplish this end, the school psychologist requires

sophisticated competencies in both assessment'and consultation with

adolescent youth.

**414

4 011.i
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Assessment for Academic Remediation

'The search for academic skills begins with two basic diagnostic

questions (1) what is the student's current level of achievement in

comparison 'to his/her expected level of academic preparedness, and

(2) what are the specific academic deficits which require remediation. -

There is no short cut to gietermining reading, math, science, or social

studfes skill levels. Individually administered achievement tests (e.g.

Peabok)ndividual Achievement Test, etc.) and diagnostic tests in

-

specific subject matters (e.g. Woodcock Reading Mastery Test, etc.)

represent some of the major instruments in the fteld. Recently, there

has been an increased use of criterionreferenced devices tn special

education. Criterion-reTerenced tests.of achievement are effective

in generating specific educational objectives for remedial purposes and

should be.used at the secondary school level,. Informal evaluation

procedures such as.diagnostic teaching are useful in
elk

specific skill,deficits and finding the most desirable

d ntifying

onal

mode for remediation. In addition, specific academic inter should be

clarified througfPassesqthent.

\-1?
For the purpose of academic remediation, two additional types of

assessMent information are important. These are: (1) learning aptitude
,

what is the Student's ability to learn, and (2) achievement motivation -

what is the student's need tó achieve in the academic setting. An

understanding of a student's ability level is useful in determining

the level at which he/she can be expected to learn successfully, given no

as

+Ate-
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t

othen interference of course. Methods for operationalizing the "learning

expectancy level" concept usicig the aid of intelligence test results have

been reported tn the professional literature (e.g., Bond-1 Tinker, 1967).

m.Intividual intelligence tests with strong empirical factorial support,

such as the Wechsler Inteliigence Scale for Children - Revised iWISC-R)

and the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale - Revised (WAIS-R) can be

used for assessing basic intellectual abilities Of adolescent youth.

It-thould be,noted, however, that the emphasis on the use of these

instruments should be more-to "dgvise diagnostic meaningful information

:than to simply obtain an IQ score. Moreover, with the increase of

the age of the stbdent on the secondary school level, the use of

multiple learning aptitude tests which have a more specific focus -

verbal reasoning, numerical reasoning, reading comprehensG, abstract

thinking, information, etc. - also become more important. Finally,

assessment of cognitive style which emphasizes the manner'and form of

processiO information (Kogan,,1971) should be included whenever possible.

Many secondary sch6o1 students having academic difficulties

demonstrate low academic motivation. Handicapped adolescents with long

involved histories of school failure tend to lose their person$1

perspective on their capabilities to learn and succeed. The term

"learned he1p1essnesr has been used tO describe the phenomena.of ex6eme

loss of motivation to achieve. Motivation as a theoretical construct

to explain achievement drives dates back tb the 1950's (McClellahd,

Atkinson, Clark, and Lowell, 1953). Most developmentalist (Pusse &

16
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McCandless, 1974) th'eorize that experiences,in being successful,.or

generalizationi of the fear.of failure due to consistent non-completion

or non-competitiveness contribute to the child's attitude toward self

as an achiever. 4The'attribution model of athievement motivation postulates

that perceived stability of a cause is the critical determinant of the

expectancy of success. The student experiencing a low need to achieve

believes their failure to be caused by low ability levels and task

difficulty, bath of which are heyond their control. Obviously, a
-

careful analysis and understanding of an adolescent's level of motivation'

in relation to various academic tasks will contribute considerably to

the development of remedial strategies. Interviews, self-report

dl
inventoHes, as well as seledted methods,in behavioral technology

(e.g., retnfoll.ceent sdrvey) are some suggested procedures for the

assessment of academic motivation in secondary school students.

In planning for remediation, it is important to determine what

enabling steps can-solve academic deficiencies in a hurryi An example,

is a pocket calculator if mathematic calculation problems exist. Again,

very careful awareness, of the licate balance.between wanting to-

)

achieve and having given up.(learned helplessness), should be fully

exgolored. A remedial plan cannot be developed if the student has lost

all incentive value for achieving academic skills. Histories of

previous reMedia.6on are important, if the studen't has experienced ,

years ofreMediation and an'equal number of years of failure, it is

predictable that their tolerance for remediation will be quite low.

17
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If the student believes academid learning,to present a no win situation,

it will indeed.

Assessment for Prevocational and Vocational Education

Until recently school psychologists have not devoted much attention

to the entire area of vocational assessment and education (Goh, Teslow,

and Fuller,. 1981). As an increased emphasis is being placed on

vocational and prevocational education of handicapped students, the

school psychologist assumes an importaI function in developing assess-
)

ment strategies to ficiliate the vocational education of youth with

special needs. Vocational assessment begins by determining work

preparedness and the attitude of the stgdent tbWard the world of

'work. Many youth when asked, ahat jobs they would.like to learn,

will not respond because they are Uninformed about vocational

possibilities. Therefore, it becomes rather important-to first determine
Mt%

the types of work experiences and job information the student has been

prtieb in the past ,(awareness level).

Assessment for vocational planning ar4 education can be conceptualized

at tWo levels: prevocational and vocational. Prevocational assessment

focuses oh the evaluation of basic functioning skills ach studenthust

have befOre/entering a 'S15ecific vocatiorial education program. It is

particularly,important for the handicapped yputh. The concept ig that

these basic skills are essential for a handicapped student to be able to

learn the performance activities of a vocational task. ' Prevocational

assessment usually includes three different aspects: psychohotor (gross

motor, fine motor, perceptual/sensory), cognitive (language arts,

18
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quantitative, comprehensive), and social (health and hygiene, personal

and emotional, home resdonsibility, school responsibility) (VESEP II, 1976).

Vocational assessment is broader in scope than prevocational. It

is aimed to determine the more appropriate vdcational placement and

training for the student. Vocational assessment is classified into

two types: (1) static or regular psychOlogical assessment and (2)

dynamic, or the evaluation of the student's actual work performance in

a nuMber of different tasks and settings. Typically, static assess-

\
tent of learner characteristics is through psychometric procedures and

include analysis of thefollowing: cognitive skills, sensory-mptor skills,

specific vocational aptitudes and interests, and attitude and work related

behaviors. The school psychologist can make important contributions in

the assessment and corisuTtdtion Of these,areas.-

Dynamic Assessment i5 the assessment of the all important work

behaviors in the actual situation. Few employees experience employment,

difficulty because of inadequate job skills., The principle reason

for job difficulty are poor job related social-personal behaviors,

i.e., failure to relate to other employees, a poor reaction to .

instruction, anti-social,or disruptive behaviors, limited peer relation-
,.

ships iri group situations.

Dynamic assessment, including, job information analysis, work

station analysis, etc.,'is usually perforted by work study coordinators,

vocational evaluators, or vocational educators but then too, it maybe

performed by vocattonally sensitive psychologists in many. settings.

.

19
4
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Assessment for Social arid Personal Enhancement

In order to conserve journal space, and meet the <reality of manuscript

page limitations,:assessment of social competence and personal develoOment

are combined together in this section. In the view of the writers, a break

with traditional personality assessment in the schools is in order.

The school pscyhologist works in an environment that'cannot afford

extensive personal restructive therapy, and wherein the major medium

for behavioral change is the instructional curricula. In the face of those

facts, there are a definitive number of social-personal skills which

should.be examined because they are highly related (Purkiy, 1970) to

academic and vocational achievement. Furthermore,,their growth can be

secured through traditional curricula practices if objects and enabling

steps are so constructed.

Social skills are age and role (setting) specific. For secondary

sch.00l handicapped students social skills can be defined as the Inter=

personal and academically-relevant social behaviors that enhance the

effective adjustment of a student in a school setting.. These may include

positive'iriteraction with peers, compliance with authority demands, .

self-control or discipline, participation and coopera tion ln grou0 .

activities, 4isp1aying socially approved behaviqrs, and the like.

. Cartledge and Milburn (1978) indicated that inadequate social skills

are related to delayed cognitive developMent ana impaired academic per-

formancqq. In a survey of recent literature, Gresham (1981) c oncluded

,that social skill deficits are related to a high level of peer rejection

. in handicapped populations such as the mentally impaired, the learning .

disabled, and the emotionally disturbed. Much research on the assessment

20
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of social skills are dOne with adults or children% few with adolescent

populafion. MoSt assessthent procedures have been developed,within

behavioral frameworks. These include naturalistieobservation, rating scales,

self-report, and interview; The major merit of the hehavioral assess-
,

ment approach is that assessment and intervention are closely tied to-

,gether. Typically, assessment irivolygs, obtaining samples of the student's

behavior in various settings. And relevant environmental influences

are taken into Account in.analyzing the bOaviors and in developing

the intervention programs (Sprafkin,'1980). SociometriC.techniques

represent anothell approalh to the asseSsment of-social skill!. Typical

procedures includelpeer nomination measures and peer-rating scales. How-
...

ever, the sensitivity of these procedures seem inadequate for use as ,

selection and outcome measures in social skill intervention (Grasham, 1981).

Persohal development as a generle construct deals with the emotional

an0 affective aspects of behavior. Optimal personal development normagly
;

involves self-understanding, self-acceptance, and self-realization and

actualization. Adolescents experiencing difficulties in personal

development majidisplay.behaviors indicative of anxiety, negative feelings,

emotional maladjustment,'depression, etc. Severe difficulty in this area

would reduce a-student's effettfVeness in social adjustment ancL interfere

with his/tier academic and 'Cogoitive functioning. It is 'essential that

assessment of personal development includes investigations on both

(1) how-a student views him/herself and interacts with.his environment

and (2) what strategies are needed to help ihe student to adopt more .

desireable views of him/herself as well asinteraction patterns of the

.21
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environment. The perSonal development areas of handicapped youth

needing examination are:

(1) Self-concept, which by definition,should be the negative to
- a

pOsitive continuum of feeliogs for Self in response to a given task in

some specific environment. Most available tests of seVf-concept provide

valuable responses to specific questions which provide overviews for

serious expltration by the examiner. Unfortunateljt, the 4uantitative

scores derived from these tests are less useful.

(2)-Setf-realization, is an aspectsof the adolescent search for in-
.

dependence which is highly overlooked. The most revealing aspect of'
. -

self-realization is in the decision-making process..]Self-realizatiOn

? is the belief in ones capaiility to-make the most appropriate decision,

balancing internal.personal vaTues with realistiC consequences. There

are no commercial prvedures available to assess this'process. The

assgssment task generally requires the student to identifY'a decision of

oncern, and then walk through the decision making process. It is

impOssible to discuss die mechanics of decision making in the absence of

personal'values. And it is difficult to discuss personal values without

exploring the range of feelings they'generate in the stu'dent. Diagnostic

exploration of self-realization bring the students values into focus.

Work related values should lead to vocational counseling.

Summary ft*

Throughout the paper we have pointed out the need for'systematic

psychological assfssment of handicappe0 youth in the secondarY schools.

This need cannot be fulfilled by rigldly applying the assessment,model

that typ'ically have been employed in the eleMentary schbols. Psychological

22
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assessment at thoe two levels of education differs considerably fn both

nature and scope of service to be provided. Indeed assessment, as well

as other specialized service delivery at the secondary school level

represent a serious challenge to the profession of school psychology.

Unfortunately, many school psychologists areknot prepared with specializea

training to work with this age population (adolescents). Certainly, the

attitude of the secondary school and its lack of resources hav not

created a social organizatiodaf environment conducive for the school

psychologist.

We believe that assessment practices in the secondary schools musf"

be built around the four major instructtonal goals (academic, vocational,

social, and persCnal), with subsequent remedial intervention being the

necessary results of assessment. The systematic screening and assessment

procedures we have recommended also recognize the importance of prevention

and consider consultation as an integral part of the assessment process.

Handicapped youth are clearly underserviced in the nation's secondary

schools. tpecial educators'badly need the diagnostic help of the

school psychologist In the secondary schools. Until more productive and

'effective identification on assessmept_pxocedOres ocCur, we will.continue

to have test scores only, and then rarely on secondary school students.
. ,

Finally, we suggest that Current training programs caeefully

examine all aspects of service deliveriat,4he secondary school level,

and include in their curricula and,practicum experiences-those competencies

necessary for workin9 with the,adolescent populatlon. Particularly

important are the psycholowical theory and'procedures which would enable

the scnool psychologit to drive hypotheo retical explanations of beha vior

for this age group. Perhaps, school psychology Can be defined as a
/
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general,term for a professional psychologist working in the educational

environment, utilizing curricula flow as the medium for student self-
.

actualization in relationship to task and envi;Onment. If sd,'one idea

for the preparation of these professionals, is to have them specialize

with agp-sensitive populations.based on the belief thet human development

makes significant changes at critical periods.

24
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Desc.riptiv0Objective) Referral Form

Pleas indicate the grade level at which
you.f 1 this youth is functioning. Keep ,

In-Min his (her) age and the level of his
(he'r) ellow students. Place an X in the

Grade Level Performance

approprte box.
Below 4- 5- 6- 7- 8-

", 4 ,5 6 7 48 9

A. ACAqMIC.TASK AREAS

9- 16- 11- 12

10 11 12

,

1. Arithmetic,reasoning _
.

. 2. Arithmetic computation
3. Word recognition
4. Word meaning
5. Reading cowprehension

. .

1 ,

.

6. Spelling .

7. Handwriting
.

_.

8. Written expression of thought ..
.

.

9. Oral expression of thought
.

clN

B. ACADEMIC SUBJECT PERFORMANCEI :

10. General Math/Algebra
, ,

11. English
12. History/Government
13. 'Science/Biology .

. .
.

14. Is motivated to learn
academic skills

,

.!

. .

r-

'

C. PRE-VOCATIONAL/VOCAL PERFGRMANC

15. Has'specific job_skills
16. Is motivated to leacn vocati .

vocational skills
17. Wood shop/Metal shop

,

18. Home Ec./Food Management
,

19. Consumer Education'
(

D. SPEECH AND LANGUAGE ),

l'

Never
displayed

Seldom
displayed

Frequently
dispTayed

20. Comprehension of verbal
directions or explanations

21. Speech intelligibility' .

(articulation
,

,

22. Problems in language usage_ .

,

.
,

E. AUDITORY PERCEPTION ,

/
,

.

.

.

.

3. Ability to disrcrimivate between
similar sounding letters and words

-

24. Ability to remember verbal directions '.

25. Ability to associate meaning with
appropriate auditory stimulus

,



F.

G.

A

Fi_gure L (Con't.)

,

_-
.

VISUAL' PERCEPTION"
Never

Displayed
Seldom

Displayed
Freopently
DisPlayed

26. jAbility tp discriminate between
e simglar visual stimuli

27. Retention of visual images
. (letters and wbrds)

-

,

28.-Ability to assoodate meaning
with visual,stimuli

,

,

.

socrAL - PERSONAL
,

.

29. Overly Agressiveness - tendency
toward anti-social and/or
hostile behaviors

, .
,

.1

30. Overly withdrawn behavior - passivity
.

31. Dramatic modd changes - unpredict-
, ability of mood swings

. .

32, ,Dramatic depressjvc behavior -
anxiety; fear and morbid thoughts

33. Hypoactivity - tiredness, low
energy level, asthenic .

34. Ayperactivity - tendency to be,
.

easily distracted off tasic li .

35. Maintains negative self-concept.in
relationships with other people ,

.'
.

,
,

. . .

.I .

.
,

411'
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